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STABILITY RESULTS FOR A DIFFUSION EQUATION
WITH FUNCTIONAL DRIFT APPROXIMATING

A CHEMOTAXIS MODEL1

JAMES M. GREENBERG AND WOLFGANG ALT

ABSTRACT. A hyperbolic-parabolic "chemotaxis" system modelling aggre-

gation of motile cells by production of a diffusible chemoattractant, is ap-

proximated by a scalar diffusion equation for the cell density, where the drift

term is an explicit functional of the current density profile. We prove the

unique existence and, using the Hopf-Cole transformation, the local stability

of an equilibrium, i.e. a steady aggregation state. We also discuss the limit-

ing hyperbolic case of vanishing random motility with the formation of shocks

describing cell clumps.

1. Introduction and development of the model. In this note we shall de-

velop and explore the behavior of a simple two-speed, one-dimensional model which

describes the motion of chemosensitive cells; that is cells whose motions are influ-

enced by a chemical gradient dp/dx, where p — p(x, t) denotes the concentration

of a diffusible substance produced by each cell. A well-known example is the mor-

phogenetic aggregation of slime mold ceils [5], which previously has been modelled

by Keller and Segel [6] using a coupled system of two equations for p and the cell

density n = u(x,t), the so-called "chemotaxis system". For a recent mathematical

analysis see [4,12]. In most cases as in slime molds, however, parameter estimations

reveal that the diffusion coefficient of the chemoattractant (Dp ~ 10_7cm2/sec) is

about ten times larger than the motility of the cells (Du ~ 10~8 cm2/sec) (compare

for example [3]). If also the production rate of the chemoattractant is relatively

large, then the quasi-stationary gradient of the rapidly diffusing substance approx-

imately determines the chemotactic drift of the cells. This finally leads to a scalar

diffusion equation for the cell density u of type

where the chemotactic drift velocity V(x,t) is a functional of the momentary cell

density u(-,t) at time t. For a more general treatment of these kind of equations

see [1, 2, 8].

In this first section we want to give a brief derivation of (1.1) from a basic

stochastic model, and then proceed with its analysis.   After rescaling space and
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time the one-dimensional motion of cells with speed ±c can be described by a

probability density function /: {—c,c} x [—1,1] x [0, oo) —> [0, oo). The values

/- =f/(-c,x,t)>0    and    /+1=f/(c,x,t)>0

represent the probability density of finding a cell at x at time t with speeds -c and

+c respectively (compare [10]). The evolution equations for /" and /+ are

[   ' dt       dx       i\p+xdx)}     i\p   xdx)} '

and

df+ df+ i/"1 dP\   ,+ 1/1 dp\   ,
(L3) W- + Cof = "2 [p ~ X/x) > + + 1 U + X/x) f''

where \ and p are positive constants.   The terms 1/p ± \{dp/dx) in (1.2) and

(1.3) represent the fact that, without a gradient of p, a single cell moving with

one speed (±c) randomly switches to the other in a time interval of length dt with

probability \/1pdt. In presence of a chemical gradient this probability is increased

(or decreased) for cells moving down (or up) the gradient. For simplicity we assume

a linear dependence on dp/dx.

Introducing the two moments

(1.4) u — f+ + f~    the total cell density,

(1.5) w = c(/+ — /~)    the mean cell flux,

it is easily checked that (1.2)—(1.3) is equivalent to the hyperbolic system (see also

[10]):

,   ^ du     dw

^ at + ITx = °'

(1.7) ^+C2P = --+C^-
dt oz p ox

The model system is closed by a parabolic diffusion equation for p with a pro-

duction rate proportional to u;

M •£-<&+«
where e and d are positive constants.

Our primary interest is in solutions of (1.6)—(1.8) in a finite tube: — 1 < x < 1 for

times t > 0, given initial data for n, w, and p at time t = 0. (Due to the preliminary

rescaling of space we can choose the spatial interval [—1,1] without restriction.)

This requires that boundary conditions be supplied at the ends x = ±1. We shall

assume zero boundary conditions for the cell flux w;

(1.9) w(±l,t)=0

and that p satisfies the symmetric Robin conditions;

(1.10) ^(-l,t) = Ap(-l,t)    and    ^(l,t) = -A/>(l,t)

where A > 0 measures the dilution of the chemoattractant into the exterior.
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We first observe that if (u, w,p) is a solution of (1.6)-(1.10), then the cumulative

distribution function

(1.11) E/(x)od= f ua,t)dt:

satisfies
AT T

(1.12) _+«; = 0, -1 <x< 1 and t > 0.

Moreover, w(l,t) = 0 implies that, besides U(—l,t) = 0,

(1.13) U(l,t) = 2u,        t>0.

Here

1   z-1
(1.14) u = - • /    u(x,t)dx

is the mean value of u(-, t) which is independent of t.

The assumption mentioned at the beginning, that diffusion and production of the

chemoattractant are large (relative to the macroscopic scales), means for equation

(1.8) that e is vanishingly small, more precisely we will suppose

(1.15) 0<e«d<l.

This first assumption allows us, in the asymptotic limit e —> 0, to replace (1.8) by

the quasi-stationary approximation for the gradient;

(1.16) d-?- = b(t) - U(x, t), - 1 < x < 1 and t > 0,
ox

where

2n + Af1. U(£,t)dt

(1.17) «)--2'(l'+l) •       <>0'

contains the double integral functional of u(-, t).

Using (1.16) we can replace the gradient dp/dx in (1.6)-(1.7) and obtain an

approximating hyperbolic system with a functional term;

In particular, we want to analyze situations where the net chemotactic drift of

the cells, described by the quotient pc\/d in equation (1.18), is of order 1. By an

appropriate choice of the preliminary time rescaling we might, without restriction,

suppose that

(1.20) pc\ = d.

Then the motility (diffusion coefficient) for the cells is given by

(1.21) K2 = pc2 = cd/X-
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Since an analysis of the full hyperbolic system (1.18), (1.19) with boundary condi-

tions (1.9) is not yet amenable, we additionally suppose that the random switching

frequency l/p is relatively large, i.e.

(1.22) 0</i«l.

Then we obtain from (1.19) the following diffusive approximation for the flux w;

(1.23) w = u(b(t)-U)-K2^.
ox

Replacing w in (1.18) or (1.12) respectively, we finally arrive at the diffusion

equation (1.1) for the cell density u

„24) g+» [mo_„,_*.£]_„

or an analogous diffusion equation for the cumulative distribution function U in

(1.11);

Equation (1.24) is supplied by the Neumann flux condition w = 0 with w in (1.23).

Equivalently, this gives the following Dirichlet condition for the parabolic equation

(1.25), see also (1.13);

(1.26) U(-l,t) = 0   and    U(+l,t) = 1u.

Notice that (1.25) still contains the functional term

(1-27) b(t) = -2(TTA)-■

If we formally (for p = e = 0) proceed to the limit A — 0 we observe that

b(t) = n is constant and we are back to a classical nonlinear diffusion problem

which, in the case of the infinite real line and with density dependent degenerate

diffusion coefficient K2, has been analyzed by Mimura and Nagai [8, 9]. Remark,

however, that p ~ 6/A for e — 0 and A —> 0, or J_1 p(t, x) dx ~ n/2e • t for e > 0

and A = 0 in (1.10).
The remainder of this paper involves a systematic study of system (1.25)-(1.27)

for — 1 < x < 1 and t > 0, with initial data

(1.28) U(x, 0) = U(x), - 1 < x < 1,

where U(-) is any piecewise smooth function satisfying the compatibility conditions

(1.29) <7(-l)=0,    i>(l) = 2u,    and    ^(x) > 0, - 1 < x < 1.
dx

Our principal result is that for all A > 0 and positive K2 in (1.21) a unique

equilibrium profile is obtained (Proposition 1) which is locally stable (Theorem

2). For small values of K2 this equilibrium profile, <7eq, is approximately the step

function

(i3°) u^={iu, o<x:t0.
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and the density neq = dUeq/dx is approximately the dirac measure at the origin

(1.31) neq(x) = 2u6(x).

For K2 » 1, we have

(1.32) Ueq(x) = u(x + 1)    and    neq =      eq = u.

Our numerical computations suggest that the unique equilibrium is also globally

attractive, see §4.

These results imply that when the chemotactic effects dominate the chemical

diffusion (\/c » d) the cells tend to aggregate at the center of the tube whereas

when chemical diffusion dominates there is a tendency of the cells to smear to a

uniform distribution.

In §2 we shall investigate (1.25)-(1.28) when K2 — 0. In this case (1.25) reduces

to a scalar quasilinear hyperbolic conservation law and solutions with shocks must

be considered. The theory of such equations is well understood; for details see e.g.

[7]. The interesting feature about this case is that after a finite time the solution

U is a step function with a single discontinuity; i.e.

(1-33) U(x,t) = {°> -1<z<sM>
v        ; v   '   '       \1u, s(t) < X < 1,

and x = s(t) is a shock wave satisfying

(1.34) ^ = -7^.      *
K      ' dt        1-f-A

In §3 we shall analyze the system when K2 > 0. Here, we shall use the Hopf-Cole

transformation to simplify the problem. Spectral methods will then be applied to

the transformed systems to obtain the long-term asymptotics.

2. The case K2 = 0. In this section we shall study the system:

(2-1) fiT + tx (b{t)U ~ 1") = °' - K ^ < 1 and t > 0,

2u + k(X,U(f,t)dt:

p.2) m-—2;r+A)   -

(2.3) U(-l,t) = 0   and    U(l,t) = 1u,

and

(2.4) U(x,0+) = U(x), -l<i<l,

where U(-) is any piecewise smooth function satisfying the compatibility conditions

(2.5) U(-l) = 0,    f/(l) = 2n,     ^{x)>0, -1< x < 1,

and A and u are positive constants.

The equation (2.1) is hyperbolic, and in regions of -1 < x < 1 and t > 0 where

U is smooth, it is equivalent to the characteristic system

dU dr
(2.6) ^-WO. 0 = 0 on the curves ^ = b(t) = U(x(t), t).
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The last equation, together with the definition of b(-) and the boundary conditions

(2.3), implies that characteristics emanating from the boundaries x — ±1 point into

the interval —l<x<last increases, and this observation confirms that boundary

conditions at both ends of the interval are required to make the problem properly

posed.

The presence of the quadratic nonlinearity in (2.1) forces us to consider solutions

which are piecewise smooth and exhibit simple jump discontinuities (in x and t)

across piecewise smooth curves x = s(t). Such curves are called shock waves and

in order that they be consistent with the conservation structure of (2.1) they must

satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition,

(2.7) __ = b't) - U+WM + U-WU)
dt 1

where

(2.8) U±(s(t),t)=   lim  U(s(t)±e,t).

£>0

In general, not all shock waves are admissible. However, since we look for func-

tions U being monotone in x, we can consider only those shocks which satisfy

(2.9) U-(s(t),t)<U+(s(t),t).

This last condition guarantees that the sound speeds V_ (s(t), t) = b(t) — U- (s(t), t)

and V+(s(t),t) = b(t) — U+(s(t),t) to the left and right of the shock satisfy

(2.10) V+(s(t),t)<-<V.(s(t),t).

(2.9) also guarantees that any shock solution is obtainable by taking limits as K2

tends to zero of solutions of (1.25); clearly a desired property for us. Compare e.g.

[11] for conservation laws without functional terms.

We shall now show how to solve the system (2.1)-(2.4) when the initial data U

is a step function; that is when

{Ui,      -Kx<s°x,

Uk,    s°_! <x<s°k, 2<*<n-l,

Un,     5°_x < x < 1,

and

(2.12) 0 < <7i < U2 < ■ ■ ■ < Un < 1u.

In this case shocks will emanate from the points x = —1, x = s°, k = 1,2,..., n— 1,

and x = 1 and will be denoted by x = l(t), x = Sk(t), k = 1,2,... ,n—1, and x = r(t)

respectively. They satisfy

(2.13) |=6(f)-^    and    1(0) = -1.

(2.14) -g = 6(f) - Uk + Uk+X    and    sk(0) = s°k,        1 < k < n - 1,
dt I

and

(2.15) *=6(t)_-5+^I        r(0) = 1,
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where

(2.16)

2n + A (Ui{ai -l)+ Efc=2 Uk{sk ~ Sfc-i) + Un(r - sn_i) + 2n(l - rj)
"<" - -"- 2(1 + A)-L

The solution, U, is given by

' 0, - 1< x < l(t),

Ui, l(t) < x < si(t),

(2.17) U(x,t) = luk, sfc_i(t) < x < Sfc(f), 2<fc<n-l,
tfn, Sn-i(<) < a; < r(t),

, 2n, r(t) < x < 1,

and it is valid so long as none of the shocks have collided. When a collision occurs

we simply relabel the shocks and states and continue the solution. In this process

we always reserve the labels x = l(t) and x — r(t) for the distinguished shocks

satisfying 17 = 0 for — I < x < l(t) and U = 1u for r(t) < x < 1. It is clear that

when collisions occur, the number of states and shocks decrease by at least one.

More importantly, we find that for times t > 2/u the only states remaining in the

solution are 0 and 2n and that the curves x = l(t) and x = r(t) have merged. To

see that this last statement is true we simply subtract (2.13) from (2.15) to obtain

/0,m d _     Un-Ui
(2.18) _(r _/) = _„____.

The inequalities (2.12) then yield

(2.19) -r(r-l)<-u   and   0 < r - / < 2 - ut
dt

which implies the result claimed.

Finally, for times t > 1/u the solution is given by

(2.20) t/(x,t) = (°'_ 0 <*<*(')'
v        '                                     K  '  '      \1u, s(t) < X < 1,

where s satisfies, by calculation of b in (2.16):

(2.21) X = -7^T-v       ' dt 1 + A

The solution to (2.1)-(2.4) for nonstep function data U satisfying (2.5) is ob-

tained by first approximating U by step data, then solving the resulting problem

with the approximating step data, and finally by extracting a convergent subse-

quence of approximate solutions which converge strongly in L\ of any compact

subset of {(x,t)| - 1 < x < 1 and t > 0} to a weak solution of (2.1)-(2.4). That

such a program is possible follows from two facts: (1) the approximating step data

converge strongly in Li (-1,1) to the given data U, and (2) the approximating

solutions are monotone increasing in x and satisfy the boundary conditions (2.3).

Remark that (with A > 0) the final shock curves with the whole cell mass

concentrated on them

n(t,x) = 1u8s(t)(x)
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converge to the center of the interval as

a(t) ~ e-A««/(i+A) _> 0     ast^oo.

This convergence, however, is not uniform in A > 0 since for the limiting cases

A = 0, (2.1) reduces to the well-known Hopf equation whose final shock lines are

constant in time, their position depending on the initial data. For small K2 > 0

compare the numerical simulation in Figure 2b, which approximates the hyperbolic

case K2 — 0.

3. The case K2 > 0. We now turn to the problem described in (1.25)-(1.28).

Here it is convenient to introduce a new potential W defined by

(3.1) Wd=U-u.

Then, solving (1.25)—(1.28) is equivalent to solving

(3„     £+»(„„*_!£)_«.£_..      _><,<>,<>„,

where B is given by

(3.3) B(t)=^T)iyiu)d^

and W satisfies

(3.4) W(-l,t) = -u   and    W(l,t)=u,

and

(3.5) W(x,0+) = U(x)-ud=W(x), -Kx<l.

First let us find the equilibria of this system.   Any time independent solution

W — W(x) with W > 0 can be written as

(3.6) W(x) = Z(x) + B

where Z satisfies the Riccati equation

g2 _ (ji
(3.7) Z' =-—2—    for some constant C > 0

with boundary conditions

(3.8) Z(±l) = ±u-B

and

A   fx

(3.9) B=l\J-

Integration of (3.7) yields

1 _ Ae~Cx'K2

(3-10) Z(x) = Ci + Ae_Cx/K.i

with some constant A > 0. The free integration constants A and C are determined

by (3.8) and (3.9) via the following conditions for

(3.11) a±d^ Ae±c'K\
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(a) (b)
u* uf

2 2_   _   __,_

_ I '      - I-^
-1 1 x

-1 1 ' 1

FIGURE 1. The unique solution u = neq(x) given by (3.17) for

different parameter choices with equal maximal value of neq. A

broad distribution (a) is achieved by a large diffusion constant K2

resulting in a small po, whereas for small K2, i.e. large /in., the

distribution is clustered around the origin (b). Thus, with fixed

K2 shape (a) arises for small mean densities u, whereas (b) is

obtained for large u.

namely

(3.12) A(l-21nl±^/ln^U/1   a+*~ ~ *    ,
1 l + a+/      a+J       (l + a+)(l + a-)

and

(3.13) In-_a+~a~_= -?*
V      ' o-(l + o+)(l + o-)      K2

It turns out that the zero curve {(a+,a~): a+a~ - 1} of both the right and the

left sides of equation (3.12) represents all solutions, since the two functions have

opposite sign on each side of the zero curve. Now a~ = l/a+ corresponds via (3.11)

to A = 1 in (3.10) and B = 0 in (3.9). Then condition (3.13) determines the second

constant to be

(3.14) C = 1K2p0

where

(3.15) 0 < po is such that /zntanh/in = u/1K2.

Thus, we have the following

Proposition i (Unique equilibrium).   With A > o and K2 > 0 system
(3.2)-(3.5) has, for given mean value u, a unique equilibrium solution

(3.16) Weq(x) = IK2 potanhp0x

with po given by (3.15). It is skew-symmetric with respect to x = 0 and corresponds

via (3.1) and (1.11) to the symmetric density profile

(3.17) weq(x) = IK2 pi/cosh2 p0x,
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the latter being the unique equilibrium solution of the original parabolic problem

(1-24), (1.9).   '

To analyze the full time dependent problem (3.2)-(3.5) it is convenient to employ

the Hopf-Cole transformation; that is, to introduce a positive potential ip via the

relations:

,„ia. dp       W dp      ~[B(t)W-W2/1-K2(dW/dx)]
(3J8) -dx- = 1K^    and    -dt=-      ~m-*■

It is easily checked that if W satisfies (3.2), then the relations (3.18) are compatible;

that is that d2tp/dxdt = d2p/dtdx. It is also easily checked that

(3.19) W = 2k2^
dx

satisfies (3.2)-(3.5), if p evolves as

<«■»> £-*£-««>£■

where B is given by

and p satisfies

^ d^-^=2R-M-^)    and    g = ^<p(M),

as well as the initial condition

(3.23) <p(x,0+) = exp(^JXW{Odij= £(*) > °> " *< x < L

The important thing to note about the initial data for p is that it is compatible

with the boundary conditions (3.22). This follows from constraints imposed on U

in (1.29).
To get a better understanding of the structure of the problem (3.20)-(3.23) it is

convenient to write <p as

(3.24) p(x,t) = pi(x,t)+<p2(x,t)

where p\ is odd and p2 is even in x. A straightforward calculation then shows that

p solves (3.7)-(3.10), if and only if p\ and p2 satisfy

'dJ^-K2&^ = -B(t)d-^,

(3.25) I   ^ °? ^x 0<x<l,t>0,

I   dt dx1 dx

(3.26) S(,) = ^log(H2M±£lM),
1 + A       \<p2(l,t) - pi(l,t)/

'<pi{0,t)=0   and    ^l(l,t) = -^¥3l(l,«),

(3 27) < _
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(3.28) ttfcO^-iW.)-«-.)) Q<1<1
«J2(l,0+) = i(#(l) + 15(-l)),

Our first result is

THEOREM   1.   The manifold p\ = 0 is invariant.   On this manifold B(t) = 0

and p2 satisfies

(3.29) ^ -K2^-^-=0,        0<x<l    and   t > 0,
dt dx2-

(3.30) ^(°'i) = 0    anrf    ^M) = 2l^2(M)'

and

(3.31) ^2(x,0+) = l(^(x) + ^(-x)),        0<x<l.

The solution on this manifold is given by

oo

(3.32) p2 = Poe^K2t*o(x) + E /W^2'^*)
n = l

w/iere /Uo > 0 is as in (3.15) and

(3.33) I —-— 1 -k < /i2« < n7r is such that cotp2n =---,

(3.34) ^oix) = Aocosh/iox and Aq > 0 is such that

f  *2(x)dx = l,
./o

(3.35) ^2n(x) = A2ncos/i2na; And A2n > 0 is smc/i that

f *2n(x)dx = l,2

(3.36) p2n= [ p2(x,0+)$2n(x)dx,        n = 0,1,2,....
./o

Since 1^2(2,0+) > 0, 0 < x < 1, we have 0o > 0 and hence

vy(x,t)^^-^(x,t)
<p2(z,t) ox

satisfies

(3.37) lim W(x, t) = 2K2p0 tanh/j0x = tyeq(x),        0 < x < 1,
t—►oo

i/ie unique equilibrium solution; see Proposition 1. Finally, the identities

(3.38) h~?££ as^0+'
v       ' I Mo ~ u/2Kz    as K —> oo

2 With this normalization the constants Ain are O(l) and limrl_00 A<in — \[2.
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imply that

(3.39) lim   WeJx) = u,        0 < x < 1,

and

(3.40) lim  WeJx) = ux,        0 < x < 1.
K—>oo

PROOF. The assertions (3.29)-(3.31) follow directly from (3.25)-(3.27) while the
representation formula (3.32) together with (3.33)-(3.36) is an elementary conse-

quence of separating variables. The positivity of the data <£>2(x,0+) follows from

(3.23) and this fact, together with the maximum principle, guarantees that p2(x,t)

is positive on 0 < x < 1 and t > 0. Thus we are guaranteed that

*<*0-HE! *s
<p2   dx

is globally defined on the strip 0 < x < 1 and t > 0. That the asymptotic limit

(3.37) obtains now follows from the fact that Po = /0 (P2{x,0+)^o{x) dx > 0 and

from the representation formula (3.32). The relations (3.38) follow directly from

(3.15), while (3.39) and (3.40) follow from (3.37) and (3.38).
The remainder of this section will be devoted to the full problem (3.20)-(3.23)

when p\ (x, t) ^ 0. We will reformulate the problem as a system of Volterra integral

equations in order to derive a local convergence result (Proposition 2) which will

prove the local stability of the equilibrium Weq (Theorem 2). For this aim we

renormalize p and notice that

(3.41) 4>(x,t)=e-^K2p(x,t)

has to fulfill the equations

(3-43) |^(±1,0 = ±2^2^(±1,0

with

(3.44) /(x,t) = -B(f)^(x,t),

and initial value

(3.46) 4>(x,0+) = p(x).

For a given source term / = f(x,t) the linear parabolic problem (3.42), (3.43),

(3.46) can be solved via explicit construction of Green's Function:
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LEMMA   1.    Let
oo

(3.47) G(x,t:,t) = I*0(i)*o(O+ E e_Am*5*m(a!)*m(0

where for m > 2:

(3.48) Am = Jrr2(/i2 + ^)

wita /*2n defined in (3.33) and, analogously,

(3.49) (n - l)7r < /i2n-i < -~-K is such that

P2n-icotp2n-i = —j,        n = 2,3,...,

wit/i corresponding eigenfunctions ^2n as in (3.34)-(3.35) and, analogously,

(3.50) *2n-i(i) = ^2n-i sin/i2n_ix and A2„_i > 0

is snc/i f/iat   /   ii>2n_x(x)dx — 1.
./o

Finally, for m—1

' Po + p\ and 0 < /ii < 7r/2 is suc/i that

Pi = {u/1K2)tanp1,    ifp/1K2<\,

(3.51) Ai = K2 I p2, ifu/IK2 = 1,
Po — p\ and 0 < pi < po is such that

plcothpi=u/1K2,    ifu/IK2 > 1,

with eigenfunction

' A\ sin/iix and Ai > 0 is suc/i t/iaf

/01*?(i)di=l,     ifu/1K2>l,

(3.52) *i(x) = I \/3x, ifu/IK2 = 1,
Ai sin/ijUix and Ai > 0 is such that

/o tf2(x)dx = 1,    ifu/1K2>\.

Then the unique solution of system (3.42), (3.43), (3.46) is given by

4>(x,t)= f  G(x,z,t)<p(Odt
(3.53) J~x t     ,

+ ||   G(x,£,t-s)/(£,s)d£dx.

Since Am > 0 for m = 1,2,... the Green's function converges towards the pro-

jection kernel of the lowest eigenfunction ^o with eigenvalue zero:

G(x,i,t)t^°° I*0(x)*o(0-

This suggests the decomposition

(3.54) G(x, £, t) = i*0(i)*o(0 + G(x, £, t)

and

(3.55) 4>(x,t) = z0(t)ty0(x) + Z(x,t)
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with the orthogonality conditions

(3.56) J   Z(Z,t)Vo{t:)dt: = j   G(*,&t)*o(fl# = 0.

With the aid of Lemma 1 the nonlinear system (3.42)-(3.46) can then be rewritten

as a system of Volterra integral equations;

(3.57) z0(t) = po-To   B~   (t)

and

(3.58) Z(x,t) = 4>(x,t)-Tl   b(z0% + ~]   (t,x)

where

=   K2k   (Z(l,t)-Z(-l,t)\        jj(Z{;t)\

~1 + A\      *o(l)zo(0      / \zo(t)J

with

(3.60) JB(c(.,t))=0(maxc2(±l,f))

and the two linear Volterra operators T{ are given by

(3.61) To[f]{t) = \j j   MZ)M,*)dZd8

and

(3.62) T1[f](t,x) = J J G(x,t,t-a)f(t,a)dtda.

Furthermore the contributions due to the initial data are

(3-63) ^o = \j   *o(OlP(0^

and

(3.64) fa,t)=f   G(x,f,t)p(0d^.

Since an analytic treatment of the full nonlinear problem is beyond us, we shall

content ourselves with showing only the following local convergence result.

Proposition 2  (Convergence of small perturbations).  Consider
system (3.42)-(3.46) for arbitrary initial data near the equilibrium state, i.e.

(3.65) p(x) = V0(x) + 0(a), a > 0 small.

Then the unique solution <f>(x,t) converges for t —> oo to a multiple of^oix), niore

precisely in terms of the decomposition (3.55), there exists a real number z^ such

that

(3.66) zoW-^oo,     Z(-,t)->0        as t-> oo.
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Transforming back to the original functions

(3.67) W = 1K2d^ = 1K2^*

dx dx

and

(3.68) „=*£

we deduce from the convergence result in Proposition 2 the following theorem.

THEOREM 2 (LOCAL STABILITY RESULT). The uniquely determined equilib-

rium Weq (3.16) of system (3.2)-(3.5) and the corresponding equilibrium solution

neq (3.17) of the original parabolic problem (1.24) and (1.9) are both locally asymp-

totically stable, provided the mean value

If1
U= 2        ueq(x)dx

is held fixed.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2. Define, as one measure of the "oddness" oi 4>(t, ■)

(3.69) P(t) = Z(l,t) - Z(-l,t).

Then the approximate description of the functional B in (3.59) and (3.58) give us

a convolution equation for /?;

(3.70) 0(t) + [ k(t- s)p(s) ds = 7(t).
Jo

Here the kernel is given by

or

(this computation directly follows from the properties of the eigenfunctions ^o

and *2n_i in (3.15), (3.34) and (3.49)-(3.52))\ The right-hand side -y(t) in (3.70)

depends on 4>, zq, and Z in the following manner;

^t) = 4>(l,t) - 4>(-i,t) - ftk(t-s)^r-B(^f^) ds
/,-0x Jo zo(s)     \zo(s)J

[     ' r   r 87i      ix=1
- r, b- (t,x)

L      L    uxi Jx=-i

LEMMA 2.   For any given function

(3-73) lit) = loo + lit),        t>0,

wit/i

(3.74) supe^l^t)! =fH||P<oo
t>o
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the convolution equation (3.70) has a unique solution

(3.75) B h] (t) *=? 0(t) =1(t)~ f r(t - sb(s) ds,        t > 0,
Jo

which satisfies a uniform estimate

(3.76) ||/?||P<Giboo| + G2B||p,    providedQ<p<\l.

Here r(-) is the resolvent kernel satisfying

(3.77) r(t) + I   k(t- s)r(s) ds = k(t),        t > 0.
Jo

PROOF. The Laplace transforms k and f of k and r are related by

(3.78) f (z) = k(z)/(l + k{z))

where from (3.71) we compute

■  _ MfAM - iwicr) g nrm   i   ,
1 + A ^      A2„_l      Z + A2n-1

k has poles at points

(3.80) zn = -X2n-i-

From the fact that the residues of k at the points zn are positive and thus

lim        k(x) = ±oo,
i(real)—»±2n

it follows that f has poles at points

(3.81) pn = -rn

where

(3.82) A2„_i < rn < X2n+i        n=l,2,....

Then the inversion formula for the Laplace transform yields: For any 0 < p < r\

there are constants 0 < Rp < oo such that the following bounds obtain:

(3.83) ||r||p < Rp

and

Using (3.73) and (3.75) this finally implies the desired estimate (3.76):

(1fK\ llflll     ̂    2R(p+rQ/2 ,        |   |    A    |    2fi(p+r1)/2\  ,,-,,
(3-85) Mp ~ KHp + n)11^ +{1 + K2(ri-P)) Hlp

where the constants are uniformly bounded for 0 < p < Ai < r\.

With the aid of Lemma 2 we now can finish the proof of Proposition 2 by

using the Banach fixed point theorem and standard regularity estimates for Green's
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function G. We define the following norms for the functions zn(t), 0(t) and c(x, t) =

dZ(x,t)/dx

(3.86) ||2o||o=sup|20(t)|
t>0

(3.87) H/JU^supfe^t)]}
t>o

(3.88) |||c|||p = sup{e'%(-,t)||L2[_M]},

and remark that condition (3.56) and ^o > 0 imply

(3-89) ||Z(±l,.)||p<c|||g|||   .

From the initial condition (3.65) and the definition of G in (3.47) and (3.54) we

conclude for p0 in (3.63) and for 0 in (3.64) the estimates

(3.90) \p0 - 1| = 0(a)

and

(3.91) |||0|||p = 0(a)    forp<\i.

Moreover the operator To, see (3.61), has the obvious property

(3.92) l|r0[/]t<Cp|||/|||p    forallp>0

and careful estimates yield an analogous result for Ti, see (3.62),

(3-93) ||Ti[/](±l,-)t<CAl_p||j/|||p

and even for its first derivative (see Lemma 3):

(3-94) JW]       <CAl_p|||/|||Al
ox p

but only for p < Ai. Here we have used the fact that the eigenfunctions *m fulfill

uniform estimates

(3.95) |*m(±l)| < C,        m > 0,

and

(3.96) A^IKJli^O,        m>\.

Consider now the augmented Volterra integral system (3.57), (3.58) and (3.70)

for zq,Z, and 0 with B (see (3.59)), being linear in /3 and quadratic in Z(±l,-)

and 7 (see (3.72)), and being quadratic in (/3, Z(±l, •), dZ/dx). According to the

inequalities (3.85), (3.89)-(3.94) we obtain the following a priori estimates for any

p satisfying

(3.97) y < P < Ax
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namely

h-i|l„ = o{«+(pi, + |||g|)|||§||J,

\\\mA+m'+Ml
and

PI, = o{Q+(MU + |||f||J|||g|||J.
The usual application of Banach's fixed point theorem then yields the unique

existence of a solution of system (3.57), (3.58) satisfying the estimates

(3.98) °f(-,t)       =e-»tO(a)
OX L2

and

(3.99) \z0(t)\ = l + O{a).

Moreover, (3.98) and (3.57) even imply the existence of the limit

Zoo =   hm z0(t) = <po + 0(a) = 1 + 0(a),
t—>-oo

so that the convergence statement (3.66) in Proposition 2 follows, where conver-

gence of Z(-,t) takes place in the Sobolev space if1,2[—1,1]. In general Hm'2

denotes the space of functions whose mth derivatives are L2-integrable.

REMARK. Regarding the compatibility condition (1.22) at the boundary one

can improve the regularity estimates and prove at least the Lf2'2-convergence of

Z(-,t) in Proposition 2, which then implies the local Lf^-stability of Weq and the

L2-stability of ueq in Theorem 2.

The proof of Proposition 2 depends on the basic estimates (3.92)-(3.94), where

the last one is the most difficult and whose derivation we would like to sketch briefly.

We state

LEMMA 3. Let f(£,t) = 2m=oCmW^m(0 be the square summable Fourier

representation of a time dependent L2-function f(-,t). Then for each 0 < p < Ai

there is a uniform positive constant C\l-P such that

e2ptf fyYi|^G(x,$,t-s)/U,s)d^s)    dx

ct    oo

<cXl-p   Ec-(s)e2psds-

J°   m=\

The proof uses the Cauchy-Schwarz-inequality in order to derive an estimate of

the left-hand side by

sup   f X^-2^-^2^ ds   f £ A"1 ( f \Vm(x)\2 dx) c2m(s)e2»° ds
m>\   Jo JO   m=i \J-l J

which gives the desired bound for each p < Ai < Am, regarding that the H 1,2-norm

of the eigenfunctions \I>m is 0(-\/A^), see (3.96).
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FIGURE 2. Numerical simulations of the time evolution u = u(t, x),

0 < t < 10, for K2 = 0.04 and different A. (a) For A = 1 a stable

aggregation profile is formed, identical to neq. (b) For A = 0 a

"pseudo steady state" of similar shape develops, whose position

depends on the initial distribution. (It slowly moves to the origin

as in (a), but for much larger times t > 200.)
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A ^   l .pop_

FIGURE 3. The same simulation as in Figure 2a; but with larger

diffusion constant K2 = 0.2, showing a broad final aggregation

profile.

From Lemma 3 we conclude

|^Ti[/]||| <cAl_p,p_p|||/|||p

for all p < min(Ai,/3). Taking p — Ai we finally arrive at the estimate (3.94).

4. Numerical investigations. We use a semidiscretization of the spatial do-

main [-1,1] into N equal intervals L =]xi_i,Xi[ with piecewise constant approxi-

mations for the density

(4.1) n(t, x) ~ Ui(t)    for all x e L.

and piecewise linear approximations for the cumulative density function W = U — u

in (3.1) in such a way that

(4.2) W(t,Xi)~Wi{t)

with the discretized property dW/dx = u, namely

(4.3) (N/2)(Wi-Wi-1)=ui   fori=l,...,N.

According to (3.4) we get the side conditions

(4.4) W0 = -u,        WN = u,

where the discrete mean value in analogy to (1.14) has to be taken as

1   N
(4.5) «=^EUi'
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(a)
i.o-

. -fl.O   -0.8   -0.6   -0.1   -0.2    0.0     0.2     0.4     0.6     0.8     1.0A =   1.000 _ _

. *i.o^o'.« '-o'.e -oU '-o'.2 ' o.'o ' 0.'2 ' o.'» ' o.'e ' o.'e ' 1.0A =   1.000 _I

FIGURE 4. Stable aggregation profiles ueq developing from a broad

initial distribution, are perturbed by a secondary hump, for larger

(a) and smaller (b) diffusion constant K2, A — 1. After the per-

turbation the two humps coalesce to a new aggregation profile u1

which is larger and more centered around the origin.
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FIGURE 5. The merging process of two, initially separated humps:

(a) With amplitude ~ 1 and u ~ 0.2, leading to initial dispersion

and slow aggregation into a broad final distribution, (b) With am-

plitude ~ 10 and u ~ 2, showing initial formation of two separated

"centers" which rapidly attract each other and finally form a sharp

aggregation profile.
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Then the standard upwind difference scheme for the parabolic equation (3.2)

consists in the following ODE-system for W — (W{), i = 1,..., JV - 1;

(4.6) Wi = -ViDiW + \N2K2(Wl+1 - 2W> + W^)

with "characteristic velocities"

(4.7) Vi(t) = B(t) - Wi(t)

and the upwind difference operator

Here the u* are given by (4.3) and the functional B(t) approximating B(t) in (3.3)

simply is

(4-9) BW = 7TAArf>W
i=i

since the side terms in (4.4) cancel each other.

An asymptotic equilibrium is attained for large t in all numerical simulations with

any chosen initial data. For A > 0 the "final" shape of the equilibrium distribution

fits the theoretical values: compare Figure 2a with Figure lb and Figure 3 with

Figure la.

We also performed the corresponding numerical simulations in the case A = 0.

Within the same time a "pseudo steady state" develops which is not centralized, see

Figure 2b. However, for t —> oo this hump slowly moves to the origin as predicted.

More generally, for A > 0, we observe that the convergence to the unique equi-

librium neq is faster in time the larger we choose the parameter A, i.e. essentially

the parameter A./(l + A) according to (4.9).

The two simulations in Figure 4 illustrate that even large perturbations uq =

neq + Ui of the equilibrium state converge quite rapidly to the new equilibrium Ugq

which is uniquely determined by the condition for the initial mean value

n*q = u^q" + nf,        uT > 0.

Comparison of the shapes of ngq and ueq confirms the theoretical information from

Proposition 1, that the final density distribution is more centered around the origin

for larger mean value u (see also Figure 1).

This can clearly be seen in Figure 5 where two small humps, initially separated,

move towards each other in a different manner, until they finally coalesce.
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